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About This Game
--- Free Demo --Space Dream is a Music Visualization experience for Desktop and VR. It is a cosmic adventure that immerses you in a
stunning work of art, a celestial world that pulses with life. Abandoning traditional gameplay for a purely aesthetic
experience, Space Dream VR interfaces with your music; pulsating to frequencies of sound.

Demo Features
Visualize the Music playing from any source on your computer
Play with or without VR
Explore via Teleportation controls, or fly with Rocket Propelled Hands.
HTC Vive, Oculus CV1, Keyboard & Gamepad Support!
Full walkthrough tutorial
In-game VR Music Browser
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--- Space Dream VR - The Full Game --In the full Space Dream experience, you assume the role of Jason, an astronaut that has just awakened from cryo-sleep
after arriving on an alien planet in an exploration vessel.
Your mission is to find and study an artifact; however, during the expedition the unthinkable happens, and you are swept
into a world full of sound and beauty.

Drive your Exploration Vehicle across an Alien Planet, wander through a Mystical Forest & Dive to the Deep Sea to
discover alien artifacts that lead you to new and mysterious worlds!

Rather than defining itself as a ‘game’ or a ‘music visualizer’, Space Dream VR combines elements from both worlds to
produce an entirely new genre of interactive entertainment.
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Title: Space Dream
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Davis3D
Publisher:
Davis3D
Release Date: July 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 64-bit
Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or equivalent
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 12 GB available space

English
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